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Dealer Lazydays RV of Phoenix
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Email: import238203@rvpostings.com

Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/19/2024

Description 2024 Forest River IBEX 20MDS, Forest River IBEX travel trailer 20MDS highlights:
Rear Bath Murphy Bed Bar Stool Seats Entertainment Center 14' Awning ? This
Forest River IBEX travel trailer has a clever use of space that gives you a lot of
options. The kitchen features a seamless L-shaped countertop with bar stool
seats , or you can eat at the booth dinette that is?tucked into its own slide out so
there's plenty of floor space. The sofa is across from the entertainment center, so
you can watch the 32" TV or relax. When it's time for bed, there's a 60" x 80"
Murphy bed which will be super comfortable for a good night's sleep! The rear
bath has a roomy shower and a wardrobe to store all your things.?And you might
like to add the optional Unplugged Package that comes with premium lithium-ion
batteries, an easy view control panel, a high efficiency A/C, and more! ? With any
IBEX travel trailer or toy hauler by Forest River, the interior offers stainless steel
appliances for style, seamless countertops for durability and easy care, and a
largest-in-class refrigerator for more cold storage. The Azdel construction and
PVC roof will help extend the life of your unit, and the all terrain tires and
increased ground clearance means you can go more places. A JBL wireless
Bluetooth audio system also comes standard so you can listen to your favorite
tunes, along with Rhino-Rack RTV tracks to keep your gear secure!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21150378
VIN Number: 35723-21150378
Condition: New
Length: 22
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Mesa, Arizona, United States
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